
DriveWise

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

DriveWise is a new service that helps you to understand and reduce your drivers’ exposure to

risk through proactive driver profiling, one-to-one in-vehicle coaching and group workshops.

Our driver profiler interprets the data you have available into a simple report demonstrating each of your drivers’

exposure to risk. The information can include licence checking information, incident data, telematics, mileage

and any other company specific data that will impact a driver’s exposure to risk. 

This enables you to understand where interventions are necessary to most effectively improve safety for your

drivers and all road users, reduce incidents and gain maximum ROI.
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• Safer drivers
• Lower incident rate

• Reduce claims and downtime
• Clear ROI

• One-to-one, bespoke
• In-vehicle coaching
• Group workshops

• Personal improvement plans

• Full fleet profile
• Individual drivers

• Behaviours and trends
• Recommended actions

• Licence check
• Incident data
• Telematics

• Client-specific

• In-depth driver reporting

• Proactively highlights driver risk profile

• Transparent reporting

• Profile configured to suit your

organisation’s specific need

• No time-consuming online

driver assessments

• Ethical profile based on fact, not opinion

• Ongoing profiling to help you

manage evolving driver risk

• Profiling in line with 

insurers’ recommendations 

• Return on investment 
- incident reduction 

- potentially lower insurance premiums 

- reduced driver and vehicle downtime

Features and Benefits
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DriveWise

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to ensure they become better

drivers, you are improving safety for them and all road

users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that

will make a real difference to your organisation.

Don’t settle for one size fits all! 
With DriveWise, each intervention is specifically 

designed to address the particular profile and risk factors

associated with each driver. Sessions can take place 

in-vehicle or in a classroom, one-to-one or in groups.  

For example, a driver may have more than one SP30 en-

dorsement on their licence, which would be best ad-

dressed with in-vehicle one-to-one coaching. 

This form of intervention would allow the coach to under-

stand and get to the real root cause of the issue. 

By contrast, for obvious practical reasons, mobile phone

use is best dealt with away from the vehicle, and a group

discussion may also be helpful.

Workshops
Workshops are offered when they are more suitable than one-to-one in-vehicle coaching. These are delivered through an interactive

session with plenty of discussion and group participation. They may be held in a classroom or as a practical session involving a vehi-

cle. Workshops are a fantastic way to instil and reinforce a positive driving culture throughout your organisation. 

The DriveWise approach focuses on the top two qualities of great drivers – being

predictable and being proactive. It is simple, realistic and highly engaging.

Experience shows that the best way of delivering improvements in one area may not be right

for a different area. This is why DriveWise offers a range of different intervention types.

The DriveWise approach

In-Vehicle Coaching Approach - Competency model of  learning

Our courses use a psychological principle of learning known as the Competency Model, which describes

the stages that people follow on the journey towards excellence in any skill - such as driving.

Unconscious In-
competence

You don’t realise that you 

don’t know how to 

do something

Conscious In-
competence

You realise that you don’t 

know how to do

something and it

bothers you.

Conscious Com-
petence

You don’t realise that

you know how to do some-

thing and it

takes effort

Unconscious
Competence
You know how to do

something and it is 

second nature; you 

rock at it!
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Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer drivers, you are improving safety for all road users, reducing

incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

DriveWise offers a broad portfolio of services, all designed by experienced professionals, 

to help you manage risk and optimise the performance of your fleet.

Menu of Services

In addition to our DriveWise portfolio, we offer a range of training and other

services. These include both Transport Manager and Driver CPC

courses through our sister company, Driver Hire Training. 

Our dh Licence Check service offers quick and efficient driving licence

checks online. And Driver Hire Nationwide is the UK’s largest specialist

logistics recruiter. Please ask for more information on any of 

these services.

We recognise that every fleet – and every driver – is different. This is why we work with each client, 

using data from a range of sources, to create a programme that will help you to operate more profitably and more safely.

Services include:

Fleet Analysis Training

•   Fleet Profiler
    Uses real data to analyse and profile 
     your fleet’s exposure to risk

•   Fleet Health Check
    A quick and easy overview of your 
     current fleet management practices

•   Fleet Risk Audit
     A comprehensive on-site audit
     conducted by industry experts

•   Consultation
     Developing a bespoke driver risk 
     management programmme

•   In-Vehicle Coaching 
   (Car & Van)
    Bespoke coaching interventions 
     based on individual driver needs

•   In-house Assessor Course
    Gives managers the skills and knowledge 
     to assess and guide driving colleagues

•   Line Manager Workshop
     Providing knowledge and guidance
     on legal compliance and best practice

•   UK Familiarisation
     For capable overseas drivers who
     would benefit from UK-specific learning

•   LGV In-Cab Assessment, 
   Coaching and Workshops
    Enabling you to target specific areas 
     for improving driving practices

•   Driver Workshops
     Workshops for topics where group 
     sessions are more beneficial

•   Post-Collision Training
    Discussion and practical training to 
     address causes and build confidence

•   ‘Not My Fault’ Course
     Even where a driver is not to blame 
     for a collision, extra support can help

Other Services
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DriveWise
Fleet Profiler

Why should you choose DriveWise?
Our auditors are experienced, trained professionals. By

choosing DriveWise, not only are you helping your employees

to become better, safer drivers, you are improving safety for

all road users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI

that will make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

DriveWise auditors have 30 years’ combined 

knowledge and experience dealing with compliance,

and our in-house experts have helped many

organisations reduce their exposure to driving risk.

How it works
Our Profiler interprets the data you have available 

into a simple, bespoke report that highlights each 

driver individually as well as giving an overall score. 

It can include licence checking information, incident

records, telematics, mileage and any other

company-specific data. 

Your Profiler report will help you to understand how

and where you can make the biggest difference in

terms of improving safety, reducing incidents and

maximising the return on your investment.

The Fleet Profiler is a unique analysis tool,

developed by DriveWise, to deliver genuine

fact-based insight into your fleet’s exposure

to risk.

•   Totally bespoke to your business

•   Highlights individual drivers and overall fleet risk

•   Helps target investment

Features & Benefits

Turning insight 
into action

The following model shows how your bespoke 

Profiler report can be used to develop a

programme that really works for you.
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• Safer drivers
• Lower incident rate

• Reduce claims and downtime
• Clear ROI

• One-to-one, bespoke
• In-vehicle coaching
• Group workshops

• Personal improvement plans

• Full fleet profile
• Individual drivers

• Behaviours and trends
• Recommended actions

• Licence check
• Incident data
• Telematics

• Client-specific
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DriveWise
Fleet Health Check - Risk Audit 

Why should you choose DriveWise?
Our auditors are experienced, trained professionals. By

choosing DriveWise, not only are you helping your employees

to become better, safer drivers, you are improving safety for

all road users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI

that will make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

DriveWise auditors have 30 years’ combined knowledge

and experience dealing with compliance, and our

in-house experts have helped many organisations

reduce their exposure to driving risk.

Fleet Health Check - Overview 
This introductory audit is a free to use service, 

which covers a range of areas, including:

•   Legal compliance

•   Necessary policies

•   Daily vehicle check records

•   Appropriate risk assessments

•   Driver assessments

•   Incident investigation

The DriveWise Fleet Health Check should be completed

by the fleet or transport manager and returned to

DriveWise for analysis.

DriveWise will then provide feedback and discussion

highlighting the areas of risk and outlining best practice

to allow you to decide upon your next steps.

An audit of your organisation’s fleet policies and

procedures is the first step in understanding where the

risks are within your fleet and how compliant the fleet is

with regulations and best practice.
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DriveWise

•    Create risk management 

     awareness 

•    Review of policy and processes 

     to manage driving risk management 

•    Review training and development 

     programme for drivers

•    Driver handbook 

•    Mobile phone policy and 

     related documents

•    Risk assessment process 

•    Licence checking process

•    Journey management 

•    Incident reporting 

•    New starters 

•    Vehicles and their management 

•    Driver training and development

Key areas to be covered by the Audit

Why should you choose DriveWise?
Our auditors are experienced, trained professionals. By

choosing DriveWise, not only are you helping your

employees to become better, safer drivers, you are

improving safety for all road users, reducing incidents and

gaining maximum ROI that will make a real difference to

your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

DriveWise auditors have 30 years’ combined knowledge

and experience dealing with compliance, and our

in-house experts have helped many organisations

reduce their exposure to driving risk.

Comprehensive Fleet Risk 
Audit - Overview 

The Comprehensive Fleet Risk Audit will be conducted

by one of our auditors during an on-site visit to your

company premises.

The audit will help determine how much exposure to road

risk your company faces and the actions that must be

carried out in order to comply with current legislation and

best practice guidelines, thereby giving a framework upon

which to base your Driver Risk Management process.

During the visit, our auditor will review your current

arrangements and provide advice and recommendations

about the effectiveness of the organisation’s working

practices. After the visit we will provide a detailed 

written report covering each of the key areas covered

during the audit.

The report will be illustrated by a traffic light system

highlighting areas of high, medium and low risk and will

outline the steps you should instigate to ensure both legal

compliance and risk reduction.

Once recommendations have been made and agreed,

DriveWise will work with the company to ensure best

practice and legal compliance is implemented throughout

the fleet. We then continue to work with you to consult

and recommend further actions. This promotes a

successful and proactive attitude to risk mitigation and

provides continuity of compliance and best practice.  

An audit of your company’s fleet policies and procedures is the first

step in understanding where the risks are within your fleet and how

compliant the fleet is with regulations and best practice.

Comprehensive Fleet Risk Audit 
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DriveWise
The questions below are designed to explore your organisation’s driving risk exposure through questioning key

strategic areas. This simple health check will give an overview of whether your organisation is legally compliant

and whether you follow best practice guidelines.

Once completed and returned to DriveWise, we will discuss these answers with you and grade your company

risk accordingly. Following this the appropriate level of Driver Risk Management programme can be developed. 

Please answer all the questions below:

Fleet Health Check Risk Audit

1. Do you have documents clearly outlining your organisation’s rules, 
    policies and procedures relating to driving for work?

a. YES

b. NO

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

2. Does your organisation circulate any Driving at Work messages to your drivers?

a. YES

b. NO

3. Have all your drivers had their licence checked and validated by the DVSA?

a. YES

b. NO

Full Name:

Company Name:

Tel: Job Title:

Email:
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4. Do you follow a process for checking compliance and best practice for your
vehicles and drivers? (For example, grey fleet, driver’s handbook, eyesight and
other health checks).

a. YES

b. NO

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

5. Has your organisation completed risk assessments for all driver journeys or
regions covered?

a. YES

b. NO

6. Does your organisation assess each driver prior to them operating a company vehicle?

a. YES

b. NO

7. Does your organisation investigate all driving related incidents?

a. YES

b. NO

8. Does your organisation train its drivers?

a. YES

b. NO

Once complete, please return to drivewise@driverhire.co.uk
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DriveWise

•   Develop the delegate’s knowledge of 

     Highway Code rules and regulations

•   Improvement of the delegate’s own driving 

•   Introduction to assessing

•   Fault analysis

•   Fault rectification

•   Giving structured feedback

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer

drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,

reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will

make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course overview 
This course is split into three days

Day One commences with a 3.5-hour theory session

which aims to improve Highway Code knowledge and

gain an understanding of the delegate’s attitude and

approach to road safety.

Following the workshop, the afternoon of the first day will

be a practical driving assessment, where the DriveWise

coach will observe the delegate’s driving style and give

training in any areas that might need improvement. 

Day Two starts with the DriveWise coach driving in a

style where various repetitive faults are evident.  The

delegate will be assessing the coach, identifying and

analysing the faults where possible and, once the drive

has finished, giving a structured debrief with training

recommendations.

The coach will then give feedback on whether all faults

were identified, the structure of the debrief and fault

analysis and finally, what recommendations the delegate

gave to lower the driver’s risk exposure. 

The In-House Assessor’s Course is specifically aimed at organisations that assess their drivers

using their own employees who have experience, but not any formal assessing qualifications.  

The aim of the course is to give delegates the additional skills and knowledge to assess and coach

other drivers successfully, whilst giving them the confidence to suggest improvements that will

lower the risk exposure of the driver and improve their driving techniques.

In-House Assessor’s Course

Day Three continues with fault analysis, feedback and

remedial recommendations through role play. The

DriveWise coach will give ongoing advice to the delegate

to build up their confidence and knowledge to allow

them to assess their drivers competently when they

return to their organisation.

Following the course, attendees will be given a certificate

of attendance and have telephone support from our

Driver Risk Management experts.

Location - The course can be delivered for up to three

delegates (depending on vehicle type) at your location or

at various locations around the UK.
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DriveWise

•   Develop an understanding of roles

     and responsibilities

•   Develop best practice processes 

•   Gain an understanding of UK law and 

     regulations in line with responsibilities

•   Recognise training requirements

•   Post-collision interview procedure

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer

drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,

reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will

make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Worksop Overview 
This workshop aims to build the manager’s

understanding of their role and responsibilities when

managing people who drive for work, and their vehicles. 

The workshop will inform the delegates of current

legislation relating to road risk management and 

provide suitable, practical solutions to manage their

drivers effectively.

Following the workshop, attendees will receive a

certificate of attendance. Ongoing support from our

compliance experts is available for the duration of the

contract.

Duration – 3.5 hours

Location – The course can be delivered on your

premises or alternatively we can find an external venue. 

The DriveWise Line Manager’s Workshop is aimed at managers

who have a responsibility for anyone who drives on company

business. It provides them with knowledge and guidance

around their responsibilities and legal obligations to ensure

they are fully compliant with legislation and best practice.

Line Manager’s Workshop
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DriveWise

•   Develop an understanding of UK law

     and regulations 

•   Improved driver awareness and 

     confidence when driving in the UK

•   Gain experience in driving in urban, 

     rural and motorway environments

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer

drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,

reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will

make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course Overview 
This course aims to build the delegate’s driving confidence

and understanding of UK rules and regulations and to help

delegates drive safely and efficiently on UK roads.

The full-day course is split into theory and 
practical sessions. 

The theory element covers key information 
on the following: 
•   Licence requirements 

•   Vehicle familiarisation

•   Road signs and markings 

•   Speed limits 

•   Traffic regulations

•   Highway Code

•   Managing junctions and roundabouts 

•   Driving on motorways and dual carriageways 

The practical element is on-road training. Supervised by

a fully qualified DriveWise coach, this element is designed

to give direct experience of the topics covered in the

theory session and to give the delegate exposure to a

variety of driving environments.

The DriveWise UK Familiarisation course is designed for

people who are capable and knowledgeable drivers in their

own country but may have had little or no on-road experience

in the UK. The course will give them basic information

required to drive competently and safely on UK roads.

UK Familiarisation Course

Where necessary, the DriveWise coach will also

advise the delegate whether they need to pass 

the UK theory and driving test. If so, additional

training courses specific to these tests may be

recommended.

Personal Plan – the course concludes with 

the coach and driver reviewing the driver’s

achievements and collaboratively developing 

an ongoing driving plan.
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For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to ensure they become better

drivers, you are improving safety for them and all road

users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that

will make a real difference to your organisation.

As part of the DriveWise portfolio we offer in-cab assessments, driver coach-

ing and practical workshops for your LGV drivers. All courses are designed to

enable you to target specific areas for improvement, 

then assess and train your drivers on an ongoing basis. This will help you im-

prove safety, reduce risk and gain the maximum return on your investment.

LGV In-Cab Assessments, 
Driver Coaching and Workshops

In-cab Assessment Overview
The assessment includes a 45 to 60-minute drive in a variety of

road conditions, as well as covering daily walk round checks and

coupling/uncoupling procedures. The driver will be directed by our

coach, who will assess and record the driver’s skills and ability to

drive to the DSA standard. 

Feedback will be given verbally and in written form, detailing the

areas that the driver is advised to pay special attention to.

Length of Assessment - 2 Hours per Driver 

(Min 2, Max 4 Drivers per Day)

In-cab Driver Coaching Overview
DriveWise coaching sessions are based on insight from the be-

spoke DriveWise driver profile, as well as a consultation with

you and your driver. The result is a session that is specific to

each driver’s needs, ensuring the driver gets support in the

most relevant areas for them. A full written post-course report is

provided on each driver.

Length of course - Full day or half day courses are available. 

*Please note, the trainer booking is for a full day, so up to 2 drivers can

be trained per booking.

In-Cab Reversing Workshop Overview
This workshop is designed for groups of drivers and focuses on

their ability to identify risk while reversing in tight areas. This is a

practical course and can be set up on your premises using the

vehicles your drivers are used to. The workshop includes:

•    Tight turn exercise

•    Dimensions (width, length) exercise

•    Blindspot awareness and 

     distraction management

•    Angled reverse

The trainer will guide the participants through the exercises in

turns, and the workshop will be tailored depending on your

drivers’ abilities. 

We can offer a number of workshops covering a wider variety of

topics, please ask us for more information.



DriveWise

During the workshop we will take a closer

look at the topics you have chosen. 

Through an interactive session we help your

drivers to understand how each issue affects

their driving. 

We aim to: 

•   Help your drivers to recognise and 

     avoid the dangers created by others

•   Unlock their full driving potential

•   Provide interesting statistics regarding 

     driving for work and causes of incidents

•   Encourage self-reflection on personal 

     driving habits

•   Identify goals for driver education

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to ensure they become better

drivers, you are improving safety for them and all road

users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that

will make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course Overview 
All workshops include a core module which

explores the causes of driving risk. 

You can then pick 2-3 additional modules to complete

the session, depending on your drivers’ requirements.

Each module is around 45 minutes long. 

You can choose from:
•   Fatigue

•   Mobile Phone Use

•   Speed

•   Weather Conditions

If you are looking for a different topic or something more

bespoke, please talk to us about how we can help.

As part of the DriveWise portfolio we offer group work-

shops for when they are more suitable than 

one-to-one in-vehicle coaching. 

These workshops are a fantastic way to instil and reinforce

a positive driving culture throughout your organisation.

The workshops usually last half a day (3.5-hours) 

and are suitable for between 12-16 drivers.

Driver Workshops



DriveWise

•   Understand the root cause of an incident

•   Formulate a driving plan to reduce

     the risk of further incidents

•   Build driver confidence, knowledge and skills 

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer

drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,

reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will

make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course Overview 
This one-day course will begin with a discussion session

where the delegate can articulate their thoughts about the

incident(s), giving the DriveWise coach a thorough

understanding of how the incident occurred, as well as the

opportunity to discuss how the delegate was feeling prior

to the collision and what pressures they might have been

under on the days leading up to the incident. 

The practical training is aimed at building the confidence of

the driver and giving input where necessary to ensure the

risks of similar incidents are reduced. It will also aim to build

the delegate’s driving confidence and understanding of UK

rules and regulations, to help delegates drive safely and

efficiently on UK roads.

The course is split into theory and practical sessions.
The theory element covers key information on the
following: 
•   Root cause analysis

•   State of mind

•   Contributing factors

•   What can I do differently?

•   Blame culture

•   Confidence building

The DriveWise Post-Collision course is specifically aimed at

drivers who have been involved in a collision, whether they were

at fault or not.  The DriveWise coach will discuss the incident(s)

and then deliver a bespoke training course to address any

underlying causes. This will enable the driver to help themself to

reduce the risk of being involved in similar incidents in the future.

Post-Collision Course

The practical element of post-collision training is

designed to give advice on how to remove the delegate

from potentially dangerous situations. Where possible the

crash site will be revisited, and the events of the incident

can be discussed further, with training guidance offered

to help ensure the incident doesn’t occur again.  

Personal Plan – the course concludes with the coach

and driver reviewing the driver’s achievements and

collaboratively developing an ongoing driving plan.

The DriveWise coach will set improvement goals during

the post-training feedback session to give the delegate

targets to reduce their exposure to risk.
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For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

We understand that your drivers are all expe-

rienced. The coaching session is not a driv-

ing lesson. 

Its aim is to:  

•   Help your drivers to recognise and 

     avoid dangers created by others

•   Unlock their full driving potential

•   Encourage self-reflection on personal 

     driving habits

•   Identify goals for driver eductaion

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to ensure they become better

drivers, you are improving safety for them and all road

users, reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that

will make a real difference to your organisation.

Course Overview 
The driver’s profile (where available) is shared with the coach

prior to the course. This is backed up with a focused conversa-

tion at the start of the session. The structure is

then as follows: 

•   Insight – discuss the individual DriveWise profile and 

    agree goals for the on-road session

•   Safety checks – after an eyesight check, the driver will 

    demonstrate vehicle safety checks to the coach 

    before setting off

•   On-road – Coach observes driver in an initial assessment, 

    followed by a debrief and goal setting for the rest of the 

    course. The full on-road coaching session then follows

•   Personal plan – the course concludes with the coach 

    and driver reviewing the driver’s achievements and 

    collaboratively developing an ongoing driving plan

As part of the DriveWise portfolio we offer one-to-one in-ve-

hicle coaching for car and van drivers. These innovative

courses, developed by industry experts, will give your

drivers a bespoke coaching intervention based on the in-

sight from their DriveWise profile.

We aim to help you improve safety, reduce incidents and gain max-

imum ROI for your organisation. Coaching sessions can be either

half or full day, depending on the intervention required.

In-Vehicle Coaching 
(Car and Van)
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•   Detailed observation techniques

•   Incident root cause analysis

•   Escape routes

•   Spatial awareness

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by

trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are

you helping your employees to become better, safer

drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,

reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will

make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course Overview 
This one-day course opens with a detailed session where the

DriveWise coach will discuss the incident(s) with the delgate.

The coach will then deliver a bespoke training course to raise

awareness levels, and together with the driver, formulate

driving plans that include may escape routes, maintaining

space and building an understanding of how collisions occur. 

The course programme is designed to ensure the driver 

is aware of how they can reduce the risk of being involved 

in similar incidents in the future, by being proactive in their

approach to road safety and by taking a defensive approach 

to driving.

Duration – One Day

Your drivers are a very valuable asset to your company, so

if they have been involved in a collision, the loss to the

business can be significant both logistically and financially.  

Drivers who have been involved in an incident where another

driver had hit them often blame the other driver without

considering whether they could have taken any action to avoid

becoming involved in the collision.  

DriveWise’s ‘Not My Fault’ training course is specifically

designed for drivers who have been involved in two or more 

non-blameworthy collisions within a rolling twelve-month period.

‘Not My Fault’ Course

Personal Plan – the course concludes with the

coach and driver reviewing the driver’s

achievements and collaboratively developing an

ongoing driving plan.

The DriveWise coach will set improvement goals

during the post training feedback session to give the

delegate targets to reduce their exposure to risk.
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DriveWise

•   Identification of speed limits

•   Driving within the limits

•   Increased knowledge of why we have limits

•   Reduce the risk of further endorsements 

Course Objectives

Why should you choose DriveWise?
All our courses are engaging, interactive and delivered by
trained professionals. By choosing DriveWise, not only are
you helping your employees to become better, safer
drivers, you are improving safety for all road users,
reducing incidents and gaining maximum ROI that will
make a real difference to your organisation.

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email drivewise@driverhire.co.uk

www.drivewise.uk.com

Course Overview 
The initial theory session will last 1 hour and assess the
delegate’s knowledge of why we have speed limits in place,
gain an understanding of what limits apply to which roads,
knowing the speed limits for different vehicles and
understand why some limits are being lowered.

The practical element of the course is overseen by one of
DriveWise’s professional coaches who will assess the
delegate’s identification of speed limits and their ability to
drive within the legal limit.  Various tips and techniques will be
discussed and practiced with the specific aim of making it
easier for the delegate to comply with limits, to reduce their
chances of reoffending.

Personal Plan – the course concludes with the coach and
driver reviewing the driver’s achievements and collaboratively
developing an ongoing driving plan. 

The DriveWise coach will set improvement goals during the
post training feedback session to give the delegate targets to
reduce their exposure to risk.

The DriveWise Speed Recognition course is aimed at drivers who
have gained speeding points on their licence and might need
guidance on how to change their habits to prevent them losing their
licence.  This one-to-one course is split into theory and practical
sessions, with a focus on preventing the driver succumbing to further
speeding offences and endorsements.

Speed Recognition Course

Duration – half day or full day
The half-day session will introduce the driver to
coping strategies and some training techniques that
may be developed further through personal practice.

The full day course will give the driver extensive
practical experience of developing better speed
control and coping strategies to prevent inadvertent
speeding. 
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Transport Manager National 
and International CPC Course

The Transport Manager CPC training course from Driver

Hire Training covers all the necessary modules to enable

attendees to gain the qualification needed to become a

transport manager – responsible for the O-licence and for

managing a fleet of large vehicles professionally and in a

legally compliant manner.  

Each course will run to coincide with the formal examinations,

which are scheduled at regular intervals throughout the year.  

All the relevant materials required to prepare for the exams are

included. Courses can be run at a wide range of locations.

Details of the modules available can be found over the page.

Course Overview 

The course will be delivered by one of

our fully qualified trainers, who all

have a detailed understanding of all

aspects of transport management,

thanks to many years of transport

management experience.

Delegates do not need any prior experience in the transport

and logistics industries, as the course will prepare the

delegates to take up a transport manager role.  It is also ideal

for personnel who have experience in fleet management and

are now looking to move into a transport manager position

and be responsible for the company’s O-licence.

Duration – Ten days spread over one month

Special Offer for 
February 2020 Courses:

• Early bird discount price £995 +VAT*

• Full preparation for exams in March

• 2-3 days a week over 4 weeks, 
10 days’ training in total

• Deposit £195

* RRP = £1,495 plus VAT. Special offer price inc VAT = £1,194.

Exam fee payable separately
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Day 1 
Business and Company Law

Industrial Relations

Health and Safety

Day 2
Financial Management

Commercial Conduct 

of the Business

Business Taxation

Day 3
Operator Licensing

Drivers' Hours and Records 

Day 4
Marketing

Organisation Charts, KPIs 

and Work Plans

Day 5
Vehicle Costing

Vehicle Taxation

Transport Ancillaries and 

Contracts of Carriage

Day 6
Electronic Data

Weights and Dimensions 

of Vehicles and Loads

Safe Loading of Vehicles 

and Transit of Goods

Day 7
Mechanical Conditions - Plating

and Testing

Mechanical Conditions - Fleet

Inspections and Enforcement

Planned Preventive Maintenance

Day 8
Driver Licensing

Speed Limits and Traffic Regulations

Traffic Accident Procedure

Day 9
Insurance

Vehicle Selection

Transit Systems

Day 10
Permits

Frontier Crossings

International Transport

Documentation

Course Modules

For more information, call us today on 01274 361021 or email: cpc@driverhire.co.uk
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Your organisation is legally obliged to ensure that anyone driving for business purposes has a valid
licence, which covers the vehicle they are driving.  

Driver Hire’s online licence checking system is simple and easy to use. It will save you time and
money by automatically carrying out the required checks via the DVLA on time, every time,
creating an auditable online record – thus providing you with complete peace of mind. 

Benefits
•   Easy to use – no complicated set up processes or training required 

•   Bespoke – completely configurable, align your checks to your own policies and procedures

•   Support – our dedicated helpdesk staff are available to answer any questions 

•   Record & Report – reporting function enables you to extract data whenever necessary

•   Audit Trail – every check and its results are recorded, providing a clear transparent, online audit trail

•   24 Hour Access – online access means you can view your data any time, anywhere

•   eDeclaration & Instant Check – makes online licence checking quicker and easier than ever

•   Bespoke Reporting Module – keep all your records on each driver in one secure place

• GDPR compliant – we are fully compliant with the GDPR

Paperless mandates and instant checks
At dh Licence Check we are on a mission to make your life 

easier and to lighten the administrative burden as much as possible. 

Central to this process are Instant Check and eDeclaration.

• eDeclaration – no more paper. An online declaration is

completed for each driver whose licences are to be checked,

this is then valid for three years, or for as long as the worker

is in your employment.

• Instant Check – This is useful for a first or single check for a 

new worker. Your ongoing, regular checks still take place 

as scheduled. 

Using the right system
If you’re using the DVLA website to check your drivers’ licences, remember that the ‘View my Licence’ service is only

for personal use. To check someone else’s licence, you must use the ‘Share my Licence’ service. This generates a

‘one-time’ code for each individual check, which is valid for just 21 days. You must also remember to keep detailed

GDPR compliant records of every check. If this sounds like hard work – dh Licence Check can make it easy for you!

www.dhlicencecheck.co.uk

PERMANENT RECRUITMENT 24/7 SERVICETEMPORARY STAFF QUALITY ASSURED SUPPLY TRAINING

For more information, call us today on 

01274 511511
or email info@dhlicencecheck.co.uk




